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FLINDERS UNIVERSITY 

Message from the 
President 

On September l l t h a well 
attended AGM was held and the 
new committee sworn in. The 
new positions see myself as 
President, Steve Brown as Vice 
President, Raelene Sherwin as 
Treasurer and Inthira 
Thammakhantry as Clubs and 
Socs Representative (as well as 
Social Coordinator). Narelle 
Craig remains as our very 
competent Secretary. We have 
also introduced 4 General 
committee positions. These are 
currently held by Chris 
Langeluddecke. Bnony Jarmyn. 
Matt McDowell and Fernando 
Farrugia. Together we hope to 
plan an interesting and fun year. 

Many thanks to Jo Colmer and 
Rachel Farrugia for th^Jterms as 
President and Treasurer. A 
special thanks to Jo who had the 
unenviable task of being the first 
president, thus working out how 
everything works. Well done Jo 
and to you and Rachel, all the 
best for your future plans. 

Please accept my apologies for 
the lateness of this edition of the 
newsletter. I wish all of you who 
are sitting exams oi^completing 
you(Honours year best of luck. I 
trust you can relate to the main 
reason for the lateness of this 
newsletter. To those of you like 
myself who are finishing off 3rd 
year, good luck w4l> your 1998 
endeavours. 

Lyndlee Turner -President 

There has been much activity 
over the last few months. Many 

of us attended a seminar by Prof. 
Mike Archer on his work at 
Riversleigh, and hear his 
inspiring views on Australian 
Conservation, past, present and 
future. The seminar was 
followed by the presentation of 
the 1996 Verco Award in 
recognition of his contribution to 
science. 

Adam Yates from La Trobe 
University gave a presentation 
on his research on 
temnospondyls. Unfortunately it 
was poorly attended but the few 
of us who attended the seminar 
enjoyed his slide show. Thanks 
to Matt and Liz for organising it. 

Unfortunately Tim Flannery was 
unable to fulfil his seminar and 
book signing arrangements due 
to ill health. We wish him a 
speedy recovery. 

The BBQ was extremely well 
supported with $83.{X) being 
raised. Inlhira and her suppi)rt 
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crew are getting this done to a 
fine art. Thanks to all those who 
supplied goods, cooked and 
cleaned up afterwards. 

A big thanks to Steve Brown 
and to his father Tony Brown 
for the huge amount of meat at 
a very, very good price. We 
very much appreciate it. 

P L I O C E N E MARSUPIALS 
F R O M L A K E KANUNKA 

By Gavin Prideaiix 

Lake Kanunka is a small salt
pan formed by detlation of an 
inter-dune valley, around 30 km 
north of the Cooper Creek in the 
Tirari Desert, east of Lake Eyre. 
A dissected escarpment of green 
claystones (Etadunna 
Formation) overlain by red 
gypsum-rich claystones and 
sandstones (Tirari Formation) 
forms the western boundary of 
the lake. The Kanunka Fauna 
was first described by Stirton et 
al. (1961) from specimens 
collected from a channel \\\
incised into the Oligo- Miocene 
Etadunna Formation at the end 
of the escarpment. They named 
the site Stirton Quarry and 
tentatively assigned an early 
Pleistocene age to the channel, 
based on the stage of evolution 
of the fauna. However, at the 
time , the relationship of the 
Kanunka channel to the 
overlying Tirari Formation was 
uncertain and the stratigraphy of 
the area has since been 
reinterpreted, with the 
Toolapinna (lower Warburton 



River) and Kvinunka Faunas now 
assigned in ihc Pompapillina 
Member ol the liran purnuilion 
(Tedlord ci al. r992). 
Magnelosiratigraphic and (aunal 
correlation led these authors lo 
propose a medial Plinccnc age 
of around 3.4 million >ears for 
the Faunas. 

My interest m the Kanunka 
Fauna began a few \ears ago 
after borrowing a weird kangaroo 
jaw from the guru of Australian 
vertebrate palaeontology Dick 
Tedford (American Museum). 
The mandible looks roughly like 
a cross between a sthenurine, a 
macropodine and something Fve 
never seen. That Tedford 
collected the only specimen in 
1961 and that it remains 
undescribed and uncast caused 
me to consider suicide two years 
ago when some locals stole it 
temporarily from our university 
van outside Hungry Jacks in 
Alice Springs. Inspired to find 
more material for fear of 
Tedford's wrath, as much as to 
work out what the animal is, led 
Pyramo Marianelli. Adam 
Cronin, Carol Conway. Dave 
Rowe and myself to Lake 
Kanunka in September 1995. It 
was the first anyone had 
scratched the surface at Stirton 
Quarry since the early 1980's. 

Although the reward tor two 
weeks in the blistering heat, 
driving wind and maddening 
plethoric flies was barely more 
than a tray full of fragmented 
groads and a good time, there 
were several important tlnds. 
Among these, first records for 
the deposit: a mandible 
fragment of a bandicoot, ringtail 
possum molar, a brushtail 
pc>ssum incisor, and a wombat 
molar with the entire enamel 
crown, unusually, slill intact. 
These finds are typical of the 
Kanunka Fauna, tanialisingly 
specimens thai probably 
represent new taxa, hut are too 
fragmentary to describe 
formally. Overall, the Kanunka 
deposit is the definition a bloody 
remote and difficult io access 

site, where the yield of fossils is 
poor and their deposition m a 
high energy channel has meant 
nu»st arc tragmentary or wom. 
So why bother going back'.' 

Ihe primary stimulus for the 
latest venture stemmed from my 
interest in the Pliocene over the 
last two years and an increased 
suspicion that the Kanunka 
Fauna may be the most 
taxonomically diverse and 
species-rich Pliocene vertebrate 
fauna m Australia. The Pliocene 
was a time of great importance 
in the evolution of Australian 
marsupials, a phase where many 
forest adapted Miocene forms 
became superseded by those 
adapting to drier or more 
changeable environmental 
conditions typical of the 
Quaternar\ While many means 
that the Kanunka Fauna has 
great potential to shed light 
upon the beginning of the last 
major phase of Australian 
marsupial evolution. 

Kanunka II - July 1997 

After an incredible start to the 
journey, which involved staking 
seven tyres, getting bogged 
countless times in sand and 
mud, getting seriously lost for a 
day. bending a front differential, 
scratching, scraping, denting 
and almost rolling the vehicle, 
as well as having half of our 
crew (our US compatriots) drop 
out, that we arrive at Lake 
Kanunka only three days later 
than planned, should be 
considered fortunate. With a 
crew consisting of Kanunka 
veteran .\dam Cronin, world 
traveller and elevator mechanic 
Dave Wilson, former palaeo. 
student Sue Tonkin, ecoli)urman 
James Tilly (on crutches, with 
a stuffed knee) and myself, we 
rose al around 5am (yeh right) 
lo scour the surface of Stirton 
Quarry and adjacent SAM Hill. 
Unlike the 1995 excavation, 
which we undertook m 
September, ihe July weather 
was particularly mild and the 
llies bare I v noticeable. Heavv 
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rams in the second hall oi' h)96 
and early this year meant that 
much of the surface sediment 
had been washed away, 
stranding a large amount of 
fossil bone on the scree slopes 
and m the saddle between 
Stirton Quarry and SAM Hill. 
Among the earliest finds were 
an assortment of different 
macropodid jaw fragments and 
teeth. Given that I had already 
estimated that at least 20 
macropodid species were 
preserved m the fauna, it was 
highly excellent to find another 
new one on the first day. 
Although we collected only one 
unworn premolar and . a molar 
fragment, they are very close to 
Hadrononias piickridgi, the 
earliest and most primitive of 
the sthenurine kangaroos. As 
many of you will know, this 
species has been known only 
from the late Miocene (7-8 
million year old) Alcoota 
Fauna, which is quite 
remarkable considering the 
estimated 4 million year time 
gap between the occurrences. If 
they represent the same species 
the Hadrononias piickridgi 
survived for longer than any 
other macropodid known. 

Two more tooth fragments from 
another macropodid also 
provided me with much glee. 
They most likely represent a 
new propleopine or giant rat-
kangaroo. The lower incisor 
found is intermediate in 

1. lakeKanunKa 
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morphology between Ekaltadeta 
from the Miocene of Riversleigh 
m NQ and Propleopus from the 
Pleistocene cave deposits of 
Eastern Australia. The second 
specimen is an anterior half of 
an upper molar, slightly larger 
than, but very similar in 
morphology to Ekaltadeta. If the 
new Kanunka species belongs in 
this genus, it would represent 
another remarkable 
chronological extension for a 
species previously only known 
from the medial Miocene. 
Although no propleopines have 
been documented from the fossil 
record of the Lake Eyre Basin 
and central Australia, an 
Alcoota mandible fragment in 
the University of California 
Museum of Palaeontology may 
represent a propleopine. 
Woodburne (1967) described the 
specimen as a gigantic 
bandicoot, but it has what 
appears to be a masseteric 
canal, a feature exclusive to 
macropods. It also has two very 
worn molars that are more 
reminiscent of a propleopine 
than anything else. The teeth are 
in the size range of the Kanunka 
specimen so the two animals 
may be related, but this would 
be a long bow to draw at the 
moment. 

Also found on the surface 
adjacent to Stirton Quarry was 
the partial jaw of ringtail 
possum, with molars approx. 
509c smaller than the common 
ringtail possum and around half 
the size of a molar from a 
different species found during 
the 1995 excavation. I haven't 
compared these to a range of 
other ringtail possum teeth yet, 
but here is a good possibility 
that the species are undescribed 

With so much bone stranded on 
the surface, we spent much time 
on our hands and knees carefully 
scouring the slopes as we spent 
toiling at the quarry face. As 
well as masses of tlsh vertebrae 
and spines, lungfish tooth plates, 
turtle carapace fragments and 
crocodile teeth, we picked up 

many mammal post-cranial 
bones, particularly pedal 
elements. Because of their 
generally robust nature, foot 
bones like calcanea, cuboids 
and metatarsals tend to remain 
relatively intact following 
movement in a stream. Although 
most of the emphasis in 
mammal taxonomy and 
systematics is placed on dental 
characters, pedal elements are 
often just as unique between 
species. As always, the problem 
is associating feet with teeth. 

Unfortunately, the remoteness of 
the locality and the limited 
amount of water which can be 
transported augurs against wet 
sieving for small vertebrate 
material at the Stirton Quarry. 
Dry sieving is more destructive 
on the delicate bones, 
particularly as the channel sands 
contain abundant chunks of 
gypsum. Despite our grand plan 
to transport in extra water as a 
solution, the idea just wasn't a 
winner, but neither was dry 
sieving. Next time we will need 
to allocate days during the 
expedition to transport bags of 
sand to the Cannuwaukaninna 
Bore (the best part of a day's 
drive south on a good run) to 
sieve the matrix. (The bore is 
also a nice place for a luxurious 
mud and cowshit bath, as the 
water comes out at 80-odd 
degrees, with a gradient to cold 
the further you are from the 
bore.) Sieving is of additional 
importance because most of the 
small vertebrates uncovered wil l 
probably be new species. The 
Kanunka Fauna, along with 
Bluff Downs in QLD, is one of 
the two earliest occurrences of 
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rodents in Australia and should 
provide important information on 
early evolution of this group./ 
Two rodent mandibles collected 
on this trip have been united 
with several teeth from the 1995 
expedition and sent to small 
mammal expert, Dr Alex 
Baynes (WA Museum) for 
identification. 

Gav's voyage continues in the 
next issue 

END OF YEAR WINDCJP 

A L I T T L E JAUNT UP A 
NICE C R E E K BED ON A 
SUNNY SUMMER'S DAY, 
WITH A PICK IN ONE HAND 
AND A BEER IN THE 
OTHER. 

MONDAY 22ND DECEMBER. 
AT SOMEWHERE ABOUT 
NOON. 

M E E T A STEVE BROWN'S; 
21 DRIFTWOOD CRES 
SEAFORD RISE 

BYO EVERYTHING 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CONTACT 
MATT MCDOWELL IN THE 
PALAEO LAB OR GIVE HIM 
A CAL L ; PH 82012630 
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Slatfght^rhQvi^^ pr MixingpQt? 

logical Dig Site: Australia's 

lyy D^viq P^nholpm^p^?^ 

A glimpse of the palaeontology, 
taphonomy and archaeology of 
the Caddie Springs 
archaeological dig site, near 
Carinda^NSW 

Cuddie Springs archaeological 
site is located about 200km 
north-west of Dubbo, NSW. The 
site was first excavated in the 
1930's as a palaeontological dig 
site, with its archaeological 
significance only being 
confirmed in the last decade. 

From llth to 19th September 
1997 my intrepid colleagues: 
Simone Dalgaims, Briony 
Jarmyn, Chris Langeluddecke 
and Katrina Stankowski, and 
myself set our palaeo-
archaeological differences aside 
and venture6( into the exciting 
world of Cuddie Springs. 

Nights were spent chatting under 
the verandah of Marungel 
homestead, after a satisfying 
home cooked meal, days were 
spent digging, data logging, 
flotation sampling and wet 
sieving material from the main 
pit. Temperatures were warm, 
but not hot, and the 6 am starts 
allowed us to appreciate the 
cool of the outback mornings. 

Digging in the 15 x 15m main 
pit was difficult, and sore 
muscles and bleached hands 
were the pains of our labour in 
the limey clay substrate - the 
soil; was rock hard until wetted 
down and allowed to soak for a 
few hours. The sedimentary 
formation of the deposit was 
very non-descript, with a 
consistent bedding of fine , grey, 
angular silt throughout the 
deposit. The top of the tool 
bearing layer was marked by a 
deflation pavement - a thin layer 

of high stone and tool 
concentration caused by the 
accumulation of stones and tools 
in a sandy matrix over time, 
followed by removal of the 
sandy matrix to leave a horizon 
consisting of stone, tools, and 
little else. The tool bearing layer 
below extends down for over a 
metre, into a zone where tool 
and megafaunal remains co
exist in situ. 

Archaeological data logging 
adds a whole new meaning to 
the word meticulous. Every tool, 
every bone every fragment and 
every stone was logged using an 

electronic distance measuring 
device, or EMD, which recorded 
the exact x, y and z coordinates 
for every large item removed 
from the pit. Smaller items were 
recovered using wet sieving, and 
plant material was recovered 
using flotation sampling. 

The layer in which we were 
digging was directly below the 
deflation pavement. Stones of 
varying size and composition 
were found - predominantly 
cobble-sized, sub-rounded 
chunks of mineralised siltstone, 
as well as pebbles-sized balls of 
manganese. There were also 
many bone shards, 
predominantly of macropodid 
origin, where identifiable, some 
of which were mineralised, and 
thus black, others of which were 
unmineralised. Stone tools were 
according to stone tool expert 
and elk civil rights activist Prof 
Chris Langeluddecke, abundant 
and exciting. Personal 
observation confirmed their 
abundance. Flakes, cores and 
grindstones were found by the 
dozen. Bones were far from 
abundant in the layer, with a 
strong bias toward macropodid 
bones amongst the few fossils 
found. Bones were generally 
mineralised, though some bones 
showed no signs of 
mineralisation at all. Although a 
detailed study of the bones was 
not constructed, careful 
observation of the bones 
exposed during wet sieving 
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confirmed the presence of 
Macropus giganteus (Eastern 
Grey Kangaroo), Sminthopsis 
spp, (Dunnarts), Antechinus spp. 
(Marsupial Mouse), small 
reptiles, small birds, Isoodon 
spp, (Bandicoots), Bettongia spp. 
(Rat Kangaroo) and yes, I'm 
pleased to say, unmistakably, 
Zygomaturus spp, just a few 
centimetres below the deflation 
pavement. Bos spp (Moo Cow) 
long bones were also recovered 
from just above the deflation 
pavement. 

Apart from the sense of deep 
spiritual satisfaction invoked by 
digging, we were also rewarded 
with evenings of discussion with 
some of the leaders in 
Australian archaeology 
Richard Fullager and Mike 
Smith were only too happy to 
answer our many questions 
regarding the significance of the 
dig site and the information that 
can be obtained using 
archaeological techniques, and 
entertained us all with thought 
provoking and inspiring stories 
about their work and their lives. 

We were also graced with the 
presence of artist Andy 
Thompson, who greeted us with 
vivid scenes of Dromomis and 
playing Zygomaturus in stunning 
colour or deeply textured shades 
of grey at the end of each day. 
His work and shy but stunning 
warm character added flavour 
and dimension to the work we 
were doing. Shortly before 
leaving he presented us with a 
sketch of a pair of Dromomis 
stirtoni, which was given to 
Paul "Drommi" Koch as a 
birthday present. 

With 7 days of wet sieving 
being the optimal basis for a full 
palaeoarchaeoenvirocultural 
reconstruction of any site, and 
that being my experience at 
Cuddie Springs, I will here 
present a full account of the 
nature of the accumulation. 

But, seriously, I was able to 
glean much information and 



torin sonic most probable 
hypotheses rcgardmg the 
taphonomy ol the site . the site 
IS located m the centre of a 
present day clay pan. Bones 
may have been washed into the 
deposit over many years, and 
would probably have been 
transported only a short 
distance, when dry and buoyant, 
since there is no evidence of 
current in the sediment or 
transport damage on the bones, 
and sediment size and calcium 

—richness of the substrate 
indicates a low energy, 
evaporative deposition 
environment. The fragmented 
state of many bones indicated 
that there may have been high 
energy forces at work on the 
bones once deposited - this 
could be attributed to trampling 
or bone breakage by large 
reptilian, crocodilian or 
mammalian (including that 
dubious primate spp. Homo) 
predators, which may have 
hunted prey in the area, or 
opportunistically overwhelmed 
them in the claypan. There is 
possibly a bias in the 
assemblage toward large 
herbivores - M giganteus was 
verv common, which mav 

indicate that the site does not 
represent a natural attrition 
assemblage, but the sample size 
available to me was far too 
small for me to make anything 
like a useful guess in this vein -
a predator accumulation, a 
bogging site, a washing or a 
waterhole tethering & trampling 
mish-mash might be possible 
descriptions of the assemblage. 

Judith Furby's most exciting 
working hypothesis is that the 
site represents an assemblage of 
the remains of an opportunistic 
butchering site of bogged 
waterhole tethered largo grazers 
by Aboriginal people in the area. 
One might envisage the locals 
of the time overwhelming the 
tired and hungry animals, 
including megafauna, and 
making off with huge rewards of 

Hesh, to be enjoyed later around 
family or community heaths, 
atop a hot cake made from seed 
milled using the grindstones that 
have been turned up at the site, 
sided with yam and green leaf 
salad and garnished with native 
herbs. Although this exciting 
hypothesis may not be the most 
probable (there is strong and 
multiple evidence of possible 
deep mixing due to trampling), 
it is an exciting prospect that 
there may be good evidence for 
human - megafaunal evidence 
just waiting to be turned up at 
Cuddie Springs. 

The excavation of the site wil l 
continue next year. Probing into 
deeper layers will present 
exciting prospects for new-
discoveries that wil l extend our 
understanding of the prehistory 
of the great southern land - its 
unique ecology, its strange 
beasts and is mindboggling rich 
and sobering ancient culture. 

B E E R •N' BONES 
AND W H I L E W E R E IN 
N$W 

An extract from the Advertiser 
written h\ Walker and 
Graham Simmons 

Imagine a land 4()0()() years ago. 
where wombats the size of 
rhinoceroses and kangaroos 3 
metres high grazed a landscape 
dotted with Pleistocene lakes. 
Motionless in this sea of wind
blown grasses and shimmering 
lakes, Mungo Man stands. It's 
the scene that is easy to 
imagine when exploring Lake 
Mungo National Park, in the 
Willandra Lakes world heritage 
region of lower far-west NSW. 

Lake Mungo gained 
international recognition in the 
late 1960's of tools, skeletal 
remains and animal bones in the 
sand dunes that fringe the now 
dried-up lake that indicate 
human occupation up to 40000 
years ago. 

Flati' lh.3 E x c a v a t i o n o i a F^leisioceric l i e a r t h on ihv L a k e M u n ^ o l u n e t t e , ( j . B<>wier) 
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Then Lake Mungo was full, fish 
and wildlife were here in 
abundance and two tribes 
inhabited the area - the 
Paarintji, to the north, and the 
Paakantji, to the south. For more 
than 20000 years, they lived 
peacefully by the shore, until 
the lake started to dry between 
10000 and 30000 years ago. 

Today, it is unquestionable one 
of the world's most important 
archaeological sites. 

In 1968, the remains of Mungo 
Woman were found : no fewer 
than 170 bone fragments which, 
when pieced together, revealed 
the skull and frame of a young, 
adult woman, which radio
carbon dating fixed at 26000 
years old. Then, in 1974, just 
500m from Mungo Woman, the 
burial site of an adult man 
anointed widi ocre and laid to 
rest more than 32000 years ago, 
was found. 

A spate of finds of the Willandra 
Lakes system followed and more 
than 100 burial sites have now 
been documented, along with 
other finds of camp fires, 
cooking ovens and their 
contents, middens, quarries and 
toolmaking sites. 

(Thanks to Matt McDowell) 

K A N G A R O O ISLAND 

The Kangaroo Island trip will 
not be held in January. Rod 
Wells is organising a major dig 
involving many experts 
including Dr Peter Murray as he 
feels that the site necessitates a 
tiiorough investigation. 

N A R A C O O R T E 

The Naracoorte Palaeo 1 Field 
Trip will be held from February 
8th to 21st. Any Palaeo Society 
members who are interested in 
being involved with this trip : 
A meeting will be held on 
February 2nd to register your 
interest and to find out details. 

coming so please do not '*just 
turn up at Naracoorte". 

DINOSAUR C L U B 

Anyone interested in perusing 
the latest W.A. Dinosaur club 
newsletter and associated 

IfViaft/̂ tol it is located in the 
Palaeo Society box in the 
Palaeo ' Lab. If you can't 
find it ask one of the residents of 
the basement. 

P A L A E O S O C I E T Y -
C R I C K E T E R S 
EXTRAOHDINAIRES !!!!!!!!! 

This very close and exciting 
match saw Palaeo Society 
winners of the first Archaeo v. 
Palaeo cricket match. A full 
report will be in the next issue. 

S O C I A L D A T E S 

Inthira has several activities 
lined up for the new year. The 
70's night will occur early in the 
new year. The only hiccup is the 
place. This will be rectified soon 
and you will all be informed of 
final arrangements as soon as 
they are confirmed. 

She has also suggested we make 
a video along the lines of "a 
year in the life of a Palaeo 
Society member" with little 
snippets of our activities within 
the Society. If you are interested 
in helping with this venture, 
please let her know. 

Our committee has many ideas 
for 1998. Please support them to 
help get these ventures off the 
ground. 

F R O M T H E PRESS 

From the Advertiser, October 
1997 

" When Ben McHenry 
opens a window, he opens a 
biggie! It's the window on to the 
beginnings of life on earth. 

B E E R 'N' BONES 
McHenry, a palaeontologist and 
collection manager for Earth 
Sciences at the SA Museum, 
has been participating in behind-
the -scenes tours of the 
museum's collections- showing 
not only what's behind the 
museum cupboard doors but 
what's behind our very 
existence. 

In SA, this fossil adventure is 
just a bit more thrilling. That's 
because SA is quite central to 
the evolutionary evidence. In 
fact SA contains one of the 
world's great sacred sites of the 
origins of life - a place called 
Ediacara. 

As McHenry explains, the world 
is 4.6 billion years old, the 
oldest rocks are 3.8 biUion years 
old and the oldest fossils around, 
stromatolites, are about 3.5 
billion years old. "The Flinders 
Ranges are full of them" ,he 
says. Needles to say, he has 
some of the finest specimens 
densely layered rocks which 
show the layers of cyanophyta, 
an alga, which grew and sfill 
grows today in tidal areas. 

One day in 1947, Reg Sprigg 
found the fossils of jellyfish and 
flatworms in 560 million-year-
old rocks of the Flinders. "These 
were a fluke of preservation", 
says McHenry. "Fossils usually 
need hard parts. It is rare to get 
soft tissue fossilised - and, in 
fact, it is not fossihsed. The 
fossils of these soft tissues are in 
fact an imprint of their form -
natural mound filled in with 
sediment. 

Sprigg took his Flinders findings 
to an international geological 
convention and, says McHenry, 
he was "laughed out of town". 
So he returned to the Flinders, 
found more and doggedly 
returned to the intemafional 
geologists. They at last accepted 
his discovery and "ate humble 
pie". Thanks to Spriggs and his 
Flinders finding, a whole new 
fossil category was classified. 
The name of Ediacara now 
encompasses all the fossihsed 



Fossil of o 560 million-year-old jellyfish and, inset, Ben 
McHenry with an imprint of an ancient trilobite, 

almost 600 million years ago. 
But these discoveries sparked a 
wild dispute which has raged in 
academia ever since. 

"The fossil record is biased 
because of the preservation of 
hard parts of organisms but the 
flukes which give us impressions 
of soft-bodied animals help fi l l 
gaps in our knowledge," he said. 
SA has become a focal point for 
this work because it has the best 
evidence of the end of the 
PreCambrian eras life. Other 
fossils have been found in 
Namibia, Russia and 
Newfoundland - but ours are the 
most diverse and the best 
preserved. It was quite a recent 
discovery that not only do we 
have the best of the Ediacaran 
evidence of early life but also 
some of the finest Burgess 
shale-type organisms- the later 
Cambrian era fossilised forms-
found on Kangaroo Island. Ben 
McHenry's museum collection 
ranges across all of these 
thrilling signs of evolving life 
and he tops up the excitement 
with a chunk of the Murchison 
meteorite - a piece of primordial 
solar system rock containing 
amino acids, the building blocks 
of lite. 

It might look like a piece of 
black rock but, says McHenry, 
"This piece of black rock shows 
that the universe had the ability 

of generating life 4.5 billion 
years ago" ." 

AND F R O M NOVEMBER'S 
NATIONAL G E O G R A P H I C 

" A R E P T I L E RUNS 
INTO T H E HISTORY 
B O O K S 

Dashing around on its hind legs 
this little creature (see photo), 
whose bones were found in 
central Germany, was an all-
time original :It's the earliest 
bipedal reptile known, predating 
dinosaurs by 50 million years. 

About 9 inches long from nose 
to tail, the newly discovered-
and yet unnamed- reptile comes 
from rocks about 280 million 
vears old, 

B E E R N' BONES 
Digging in the Thurmgian 

forest, the team found that 
beneath the vegetation, "the 
rocks are amazingly similar to 
those of classic red rock country 
m the American Southwest," 
When the reptile lived, Europe 
and North America were 
connected in the super continent 
Pangea, though a mountain 
range limited traffic between 
them. But the researchers also 
uncovered fossils of several 
early land vertebrates previously 
only found in l^orthr America, "~ 

suggesting they travelled 
through gaps in the mountain 
range 

Powerful enough to ki l l man-
size prey in a single bite. 
Carcharodontosaums - its 90 
million-year- old skull 
reconstructed here- was 
discovered in the Sahara in 1995 
(National Geographic ) 
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A M E S S A G E F R O M AN 
E X - P A L A E O S O C I E T Y 

M E M B E R 

HAPPY 30TH B I R T H D A Y 
ANN GIBBONS 

Ann cordially invites all her 
1996 palaeo friends to her BYO 
birthday get-together on 20th 
December from 6:00pm onwards. 

Ann has recently completed her 
Honours year and is now free 
again to catch up with her social 
life again!!!!!!!!!! 

N E X T ISSUE OUT SOON!!!!! 

Editor: Lyndlee Turner 

Articles alwaxs appreciated. 
Phone 82966836 

F.U. P A L A E O S O C I E T Y 

P R E S I D E N T ;Lyndlee Turner 

V I C E P R E S I D E N T ; Steve 
Brown 

S E C R E T A R Y ; Narelle Craig 

B E E R 'N' BONES 

^ , h . . , , a o - v - ' ^ ' ':«^'°"^t"^«ed here-wa. discovered in the 
Sahara in 199o oy a Naciona Geographic-suoDorted ' P a m K, I . 
Paul Serene, above, T h . rerr.arka^e D :s^o:^^;^Z^^ SrS^"^ 
dinosaurs evolved along divergent paths from those elsewhere on E a n ^ ^ 

TYRA\S'OSALR 
VO mtUion yrurs UjfO 

Actual flight am 

carnivorous TtarsuD'a^ Peiecanus tirarensis 
pelican) Mamirgces 

eurnmode'cn^a 
• fresnwate-- cioiprnr 

(diprotodonlid^ 

Paiorcheshfs 

-^^Iff^* (primitivenative cat ) 

,̂ gppr̂ , POtorome 
J,rat Kangarooh 'V oerJimetid 

Dandicoot) 

ijiprotodontid) 

Mtocene Australia A 

/ M i o c e n e tauna, i F V i e r . M u r r a y . Au.^tntltan pyyiiistoru Animuis. M r t h u c n . 


